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Gerard J. Tellis & Gary J. Gaeth

Best Value, Price-Seeking, and
Price Aversion: The Impact of
Information and Learning on
Consumer Choices

When information on product quality is not perfect, theories in the areas of consumer ra
ence, and risk-aversion suggest at least three consumer choice strategies: best value, pr
price aversion. The authors relate these choice strategies through a common utility mode
are three types of response to price: rational, overweighting, and underweighting, respec
a simulated shopping experiment, they show the factors that discriminate when consum
strategies. In particular, they find that price-seeking due to inference is not strictly ratio
to a positive response to price when information on quality is low but quality is impor
information on quality generally promotes the rational choice of best value, experience ne
rationality nor mitigates inference. Ironically, subjects seem to react to but do not learn f

ONSUMERS generally purchase products with

effect of incomplete information on consumer cho
incomplete information about the alternatives.
Inis therefore
important for analyzing consumer beh
formation may be imperfect because of the proliferior, social welfare, and firm strategy.
ation of competing brands, the difficulties of exhausWe define "quality" as a product's outcome
tive search or sampling, biases in product evaluation,
performance according to specifications and "inf
constant product innovation, or consumer mobility
mation" as the consumer's knowledge of the pr
(Newman 1977; Thorelli and Thorelli 1977). Though
uct's outcome. Einhorn and Hogarth (1987) define t
price and quality are the most general attributes
on of information for choices: certainty, unce
levels
which brands are chosen, information about quality
is and ambiguity. Here, certainty is full kn
tainty,
more problematic because quality is more difficult
to the product's outcome, uncertainty is kno
edge of
assess before and even after purchase. Moreover,
edgethe
only of the probability distribution of vari
impact of quality persists; inferior quality canoutcomes,
be a
and ambiguity is unclear knowledge ab
source of long-lasting irritation and inconvenience.
The
the outcomes'
probability distribution itself.

When price is better known than quality, we id
tify three choice strategies consumers may use un
Gerald J. Tellis is Associate Professor, School of Business Administrauncertainty: best value, price-seeking, and price a
tion, University of Southern California. Gary J. Gaeth is Assistant Prosion.
Best value is choosing the brand with the le
fessor, Marketing Department, College of Business Administration, The
University of Iowa. The authors appreciate the comments of Siva
Bala- cost in terms of
overall
subramanian, Timothy Heath, Jordan Louviere, Theo Poiesz, Jim
Shanprice-seeking
is choosing

price and expected qua
the highest priced bran
teau, Doyle Weiss, and anonymous JM reviewers, the research help of
maximize expected quality; price aversion is choo
Goutam Chakraborty, Carrie Doyle, Sunil Padiyar, Hari Hariharan, and
the
lowest priced brand to minimize immediate co
Ravi Sankar, and the editorial assistance of Ginny Parrish.
The three choice strategies arise from three diffe
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research paradigms: best value from the economic
theory of rationality, price-seeking from research on
inference, and price aversion from research on risk

choice strategies, describe the experiment, and discuss the implications of the study.

aversion. Rationality is a set of principles that describe the normatively best (or utility maximizing)
choice. Inference is the estimation of a value of a
missing attribute from available attributes. Risk aversion is a preference for a more certain prospect to a
more uncertain one even when both have the same
expected value. Typically these research traditions have
not been related to each other formally, as shown in

the next section.

Marketers have been especially interested in the

Models of Choice

Under Uncertainty
In this section, we first present a simple problem that
contrasts the three choice strategies. Next, we relate
the strategies by a common utility model. We then
discuss the factors that discriminate between the choice

strategies and develop testable hypotheses.
The Problem

second choice strategy-how consumers use price toSuppose we ask a consumer to choose among three

infer quality when price is better known than quality.
brands, A, B, and C, having clear prices and repair
A review of the more than 40 studies conducted over
costs but some uncertainty about quality.
three decades indicates that consumers frequently do
Quality
infer quality from price. However, researchers point
Cost of
Price
per
(Probabilty
of
out that the underlying theory is weak, many excepBrand Unit ($) Breakdown)
Repair ($)
tions to the phenomenon are found, and the underA
24
.4
7
lying factors that motivate such behavior are not clear
B
20
.5
7
(Bowbrick 1982; Lambert 1982; Zeithaml 1988). FurC
18
.9
7
ther, though inference often is proposed as an alternative to rationality, that difference has not been mod-

The rational approach (as assumed in economics)
is to choose the brand with the best value or lowest
We posit that the three choice strategies (best value, total expected cost. The brand preferences then would
price-seeking, and price aversion) are related to each be ordered B ($23.5), C ($24.3), and A ($26.8).
other and are three different consumer responses toHowever, extensive empirical evidence indicates that
price when information about product quality is in- consumers do not always make rational decisions
complete. In such conditions, we suggest that three (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Monroe and Petroshvariables, information on quality, the importance ofius 1981). Research on inference suggests that under
quality, and price-quality correlation, influence whichsome conditions, buyers may associate higher prices
eled before.

strategy consumers use. We relate these strategieswith better quality to the extent that the highest priced

through a common utility model and show the influ- brand, A, appears to be the best buy. In those conence of the explanatory variables by a laboratory ex-ditions, buyers systematically ignore or misinterpret

periment.

the uncertain information on quality and make a priceIn particular, we explore the impact of two com-seeking choice. Under other conditions, consumers may
ponents of information on these strategies, objectivebe overpowered by the uncertainty and may decide to
information and personal experience. These two com-minimize immediate losses by choosing the cheapest

ponents are especially important for evaluating the role brand, C, a price-averse choice (Tellis 1987). Our study

of information in market behavior. For example, though seeks to relate these choice strategies through a com-

conceding that consumers may have imperfect infor-mon utility model and identify the conditions or facmation about their alternatives, many economists as-tors that determine which choice strategy consumers
sert that consumers' experience would compensate forwould use.
the deficiency (or that experience eliminates inefficiency; Hogarth and Reder 1987). However, Tversky Best-Value Strategy

and Kahneman (1987) doubt that experience can beThe best value can be derived from the expected utilso effective because experience is generally not im- ity model, a normative model of how consumers should
mediate, reliable, or complete for each alternative. Webehave. The model is used widely in economics to

examine how objective information and experiencedescribe consumer behavior. The basic model as-

influence consumers' use of various choice strategies.sumes that consumers choose from a set of fixed alWe carried out a shopping experiment to test theternatives "rationally" to maximize utility. Two exeffects of the explanatory factors on the choice strattensions of the basic model greatly increase its

egies. The experiment clearly contrasted the threerelevance. To account for uncertainty, von Neumann
choice strategies and their dependence on the explan-and Morgenster (1944) proposed that consumers reatory factors. In the following sections we model thespond to the expected utility of the alternatives (i.e.,
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the probability times the benefit of the alternative).
Lancaster (1966) extended the model from maximizing the utility of individual objects to maximizing the
utility of the bundle of characteristics that describe
those objects. This extension does not restrict the model

to particular choice sets, but allows generalization to
any choice set that can be described by the same attributes and utility functions. By these two extensions, the expected utility model for brand choice is:

Choose i that maximizes Vi = E Pj Uj(Xij)

(1)

sult of other consumers' willingness to pay more for
better quality. Basic to all of these explanations is an
assumption by consumers about a positive correlation
between price and quality, which they use to infer the
value of quality.
The key question is: How do consumers trade off
price, objective quality, and perceived quality based
on price when choosing a brand? Dodds and Monroe
(1985) suggest a simple model in which price affects
perceived value through perceived sacrifice and perceived quality. Zeithaml (1988) extends that model to
a range of stimuli and perceptions that affect per-

ceived value. Huber and McCann (1982) present a

where:

formal model to capture the effect of inference and

Vi is subjective value of brand i,

attribute information on consumer choice. We find that

Xii are attributes (j) that describe the brands (i),

an extension of the latter model to accommodate uncertain and correlated attributes can show the tradeoff
among attributes and contrast inference with ration-

Uj is a subject's utility for the attribute, and

Pj is the objective probability of the attribute's oc-

currence, 0 < Pj < 1.

For simplicity, let X1 and X2 be the only attributes, such that XI is known with certainty (P1 = 1)
and X2 with some uncertainty (P2 < 1). Let the subject's utility for these attributes be linear and represented by WI and W2, respectively. Then equation 1
reduces to:

maximize Vi = WiXli + P2iW2X2i. (2)
Because the expected utility model describes how
consumers should behave, and commonly is used in
economics for descriptive and predictive models, it is

ality:

maximize Vi = W * Xli + P2 W2 X2i

(3)

+ (1 - P2) W2 * G(B12) Xli
where G(Bi2) is the perceived increase in quality that
consumers expect from higher price when quality is
uncertain (P2 < 1) and B12, the effect of quality on
price, is one estimate of the ecological correlation between price and quality. Equation 3 can be simplified

to:

maximize Vi = WfXIi + P2 - W2 X2i

a good null model against which to test rival hy- where Wf is the new weight on the certain attribute
potheses about consumer choices. We refer to weights XI due to inference,
W1 and W2 under expected utility theory as the conW = WI + ( - P2) W2 G(B12).
sumer's optimal or ideal weights; we refer to the utility-maximizing alternative as the best value.
Assume that the certain attribute, Xi, is price and
the uncertain attribute, X2, is quality. Then equations
Price-Seeking Strategy
3 through 5 indicate how consumers trade off price
The price-seeking strategy is based on consumers' in- and quality when choosing brands under uncertainty:
ference of quality from price. After an early article by
first, consumers discount the weight (W2) of quality
Leavitt (1954), several researchers in marketing, psy- by its probability (P2); second, they infer the value of
chology, and economics researched this phenomenon. quality from price and systematically under- or ovThough the evidence suggests that consumers may in- erweight price (Wf - W1) depending on its perceived
fer quality from price, there is no unanimity about the
correlation with quality G(B12) and the uncertainty (1
conditions under which they may do so (Monroe and - P2) and utility (W2) of quality.
Petroshius 1981; Olson 1977; Zeithaml 1988). We
To obtain the direction of the weighting, note that
analyze the process of quality inference, show how it Wi is negative, W2 is positive, and G(Bi2) generally
leads to price-seeking choices, contrast such choices
is assumed to be positive so that Wf > WI. In other
to those of best value, and discuss the conditions un- words, when price is known but quality is not, subder which each would prevail.
jects tend to react more positively (or less negatively)
Consumers may infer quality from price for sev- to price as they infer the value of the uncertain attrieral reasons. Their past experience may be consistent bute, quality, from price.
with a positive price-quality relationship, they might
rationalize that the higher price results from firms Price-Aversion Strategy
spending more to supply quality, or they might trust An alternative choice strategy under uncertainty is for
the market and believe that the higher price is the re- consumers to discount the available (uncertain) infor-
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(4)

(5)

mation on quality and decide only on price. An ex-

treme form of this behavior would be for consumers

to choose the lowest priced brand. A rationale for this
response is to minimize expenses or "losses" that are
certain. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) refer to such
response as risk aversion.1 They marshal considerable
evidence to show that in the context of gambles, risk
aversion is a recognizable decision strategy. Work by
Thaler (1980, 1985) and others has confirmed the basic finding and extended it to the context of nonprob-

abilistic outcomes and to mixed (loss and gain) outcomes. In the context of brand choice with price known

Effect of the Explanatory Factors on the

Choice Strategy

Which of these three strategies typifies consumer

choice? Are there factors that favor one over the oth-

ers? The preceding discussion suggests a parsimonious set of three mediating factors: the type of information, the utility or importance of quality, and the
perceived correlation between price and quality. Recall that by the term "information" we mean knowledge on product quality. Information itself has two
important components, objective information from some

neutral expert and the consumer's personal experience
better than quality, we refer to this decision strategy
gained from product usage.
as price aversion.
Objective information has a critical role in choice
More generally, under price aversion, equation 1
and
the anomalous responses to price arise only bebecomes:
cause quality is uncertain. Hence,
Hla: Consumers tend to choose the best value as the objective information on quality increases.

maximize Vi = E H(Pj) * U(Xi) (6)

Hlb: Conversely, consumers tend to use price-seeking or
price aversion as the objective information on quality

where H(-) is the subjective probability of the attridecreases.
butes under uncertainty. The purpose of the function
When information on quality is not certain, conH(-) is to capture the risk-averse consumer's tendency
sumers' need for quality prompts them to use whatto overweight certain attributes (P = 1) and underever information is available, especially price, to infer
weight uncertain ones (P < 1). If we assume only two
the value of quality. Thus as the importance of quality
attributes, the simplified version of equation 3 corincreases, they are more likely to choose the higher
responding to equation 2 is:
priced brand and less likely to choose the lower priced
maximize V1 = W - Xlj + W X2i

brand.

where W' and W2 are the hypothesized weights under

H2a: Consumers tend to use price-seeking as the importance of quality increases.

price aversion. Equation 7 describes how consumersH2b: Consumers tend to use price aversion as the importance of quality decreases.

systematically alter their optimal weights (WI and W2)
so that the absolute values of Wr > WI and WK <In the absence of certain information on quality,
consumers are likely to use price as a cue for quality,
W2, but the signs are unchanged. For example, when
but only if they perceive a relationship between price
price is known but quality is not, consumers would
and quality. We therefore expect that:
overweight price and underweight quality, responding

more negatively to price than they would under ex- H3: Consumers tend to use price-seeking as the perceived

pected utility theory (-Wi < -W1).

correlation between price and quality increases.

In summary, when price is known and quality is
uncertain, theories of consumer choice suggest rival How would objective information and personal
experience interact in influencing consumers' decipredictions about the consumers' response to price;
sions?
There are three possibilities. First, at one exthese predictions reflect an overweighting (price avertreme,
a positive interaction may favor rational choices:
sion, equation 7) or an underweighting (price-seek-

objective information would facilitate the proper
ing, equation 4) of price in relation to the rational choice
interpretation of feedback from past experience whereas
(best value, equation 2).

the absence of objective information may hinder

meaningful interpretation of experience (e.g., Jenkins
and Ward 1965). By this argument:

'In the context of gambles, Tversky and Kahneman (1987) postulate
that individuals are risk averse for gains (the "certainty effect"), butH4a: As consumers gain experience, they are more likely
risk-seeking for losses (the "reflection effect"). Thaler (1980) claims
to choose the best value rather than the price-seeking
that both effects reflect the same phenomenon, which he labels "conand price aversion strategies if they have objective
sumers' underweighting of opportunity costs." In our context, the
information on quality.
consumer who buys the low priced brand probably views the brand
choice as maximizing certain gains from buying the lowest priced brand

and is risk averse in Tversky and Kahneman's (1987) terminology. Second,

experience and objective information may
to the extent that consumers lack objective information or misuse it, experience would grad-

However, to avoid controversy, we refer to the phenomenon as price
be additive:

aversion.
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ually steer them to the rational choice. Economists
commonly assume that consumers behave in this way
so that experience ultimately eliminates market inefficiencies caused by uncertainty (Hogarth and Reder
1987). By this argument:
H4b: As consumers gain experience, they are more likely
to choose the best value rather than the price-seeking
and price aversion strategies independent of objective
information.

Third, experience may not lead to any substantive
learning (Einhor and Hogarth 1978; Hammond et al.
1975). The reason is that consumers tend to overact
to immediate experience, rather than put experiences

in perspective and develop probabilistic models
(Einhor and Hogarth 1981; Tversky and Kahneman
1987). Hence:
H4c: Consumers' likelihood of choosing the best value is
invariant with experience.

Effect of the Explanatory Factors on the
Price Response Function
Consumers' response to price can be described algebraically as in equations 1 through 7 or graphically by

plotting product choices against the corresponding
prices. Equations 1 through 4 demonstrate how price

enters the choice process in one or both roles: the
brand's cost or an indicator of its quality. If con-

sumers make decisions rationally and use price only

as the product's cost (equations 1 and 2), they will

strategies. The design allowed for an explicit test of
the hypotheses.

Subjects
One hundred thirty-five undergraduate students majoring in marketing participated in a simulated shopping experiment. Participation was voluntary, though
a subset of the students were given extra credit. Prizes
of $25, $15, and $10 were offered for subjects with
the highest closing balance in each information condition.

Design
The shopping experiment was played over 20 periods.
The students, all of whom began with a fixed budget
of $500, had to choose a "brand" of winter boots from
one of seven available. To control the importance of
quality precisely, we manipulated it as the probability
of a brand not needing repairs costing a fixed dollar
amount. All students were given brand names for the
boots, their prices, and the cost of repairs and, after
each play, were told whether the chosen brand needed
repairs. Brand names were represented by randomly
assigned single letters (A-G) and in any condition a
brand's price, quality, and repair cost were held constant over 20 periods. To simulate the gains that normally would accrue from such shopping, we promised
the subjects monetary awards for having the highest
closing balances (net of prices and service costs) after

the 20 plays. The design was a full factorial com-

respond negatively to price. As argued previously, rational decisions are most likely in high information

prising three levels of objective information (on quality) by three levels of the importance of quality (cost
conditions.
of repair) by five levels of correlation (between price
and quality) by 20 periods of experience (of quality)
H5a: Rational decision-making suggests a negatively sloped
price response curve, especially in high information (see Table 1).2 The first three factors were manipuconditions.
lated between subjects and the fourth within subjects.
Objective information on quality was varied over
However, if consumers use price to infer quality,three levels. In the "low" condition, subjects did not
equations 3 and 4 show how their negative response have prior repair probabilities of any brand and had
to price is tempered or positively biased by their exposterior performance of only the purchased brand afpectations of higher quality from the higher price. If
ter each period. In the "medium" condition, subjects
such inference of quality is strong enough, it leads
had repair probabilities of all brands and posterior perultimately to a positive response to price. As argued
formance of only the purchased brand. In the "high"

before, inference is stronger as the importance of qualitycondition, subjects had repair probabilities of each brand

and price-quality correlation increase, especially in theand posterior performance of all the brands. Thus, in

absence of information. Therefore:

the framework of Einhor and Hogarth (1987), the

H5b: Inference is likely to lead to a positively sloped curve first condition reflects ambiguity and the latter two are
that rises with high prices. The importance of quality conditions of uncertainty. The first two conditions also
and the price-quality correlation accentuate the efprovide "partial experience," whereas the third profects of inference, especially in low information con-

vides "complete experience" (Tversky and Kahneman
1987).

ditions.

Method
We conducted a shopping experiment that

2We also manipulated a fifth between-subject factor, information on
market share of brands, at three levels: absent, consistent with quality,
and inconsistent with quality. The manipulation was entirely orthogexplored
onal to the other four factors and, for simplicity of exposition, we do

not discuss
the effects of the explanatory factors on the three choice

this factor.
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TABLE 1

Levels and Operationalizations of Experimental Manipulations
Variable

Levels

in

Logit

Operationalization
Model

Price ($) 20.36, 20.83, 21.12, 22.32, 23.16, 24.21, 25.11 As is
Quality (success probability) .30, .35, .39, .51, .55, .68, .74 As is

Objective information (on quality) Low = no prior repair probabilities 0
Medium = prior repair probabilities 1

High = prior repair probabilities plus (posterior) 2
last period performance

Importance of quality (repair costs) 5, 10, 20 0, 1, 2
Correlation between price and -.25, .21, .32, .61, .69 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

quality

Experience Last period performance of chosen brand, 0 ... 20
repeated over 20 plays.

The five levels of the correlation between price
and quality were chosen to avoid unique price-quality

pairs that could invalidate the whole design. These
levels were obtained by computer iteration to satisfy
two constraints: (1) the brand with the best expected
value was never the lowest or highest priced or of the
best or worst quality and (2) the average of the five
correlations approximated .22, which is an estimate
of the ecological value for running shoes (Archibald,
Haulman, and Moody 1983). The correlation between

price and quality was never told to subjects, but it
could be estimated from the prices and the performance of the chosen brand. It also could be deter-

ning of the experiment and then summarized verbally.
The experimenter briefly explained the working of the
PC and carried out a two-period practice session. Because subject responses involved simply pressing a letter
and the return key, no operational difficulties were

encountered.

During the experiment, the subjects were encour-

aged to deliberate as much as they normally would
for such purchases. After the brand selection was made,

the program used a dynamic computer-based pseudorandom-number generator calibrated to the displayed
probabilities to determine whether the product needed

service or not. The service cost of the selected boot

mined from a comparison of prices and quality was
levels
assessed and deducted from subjects' previous
in two of the information conditions.3 The importance
balance, and their new balance was displayed. After

of quality was manipulated as the repair cost the
forgame,
a
subjects filled out a postexperiment quesbreakdown incurred during a "year" and was tionnaire
set at
addressing product knowledge, realism, and
$5, $10, or $20, which reflected approximately decision
22%,
strategies. Then they were debriefed. The ex45%, and 89% of the average price, respectively. perimental
These
session required about 40 minutes.
costs are not unreasonably high because laborAnalysis
costs
are generally high and sometimes a replacement is
We carried out a visual graphic analysis on three of
cheaper than a repair.

the seven discrete choices and a rigorous logit analysis
on all choices. The graphic analysis included only the
Procedure
three choices that could be classified unambiguously
The experiment was conducted with a BASIC proas representative of the three strategies. In each condition, we classified the brand with the lowest exgram that ran on an IBM microcomputer. Subjects

worked independently in a small room containingpected
12
total cost as the best value, the highest priced
PCs. They came to the room in varying numbers brand
and as price-seeking, and the lowest priced brand
were assigned randomly to the experimental condias price aversion. We then analyzed the proportion of
tions. A handout that described the experimental prothese three choices as functions of the design condicedure was given to each subject prior to the begintions. The logit analysis included all the data as described in the Appendix. It directly operationalized
3Objective information and the price-quality correlation are collinequations 2, 4, and 7 and estimated the price response

ear. We preferred this design because it is more realistic and the
alfunction.
ternative of explicitly providing the correlation coefficient would introduce serious, unrealistic framing effects, which we wanted to avoid.
Results of Analysis of Discrete
However, the presence of five levels of correlation reduces the collinearity. Moreover, we expect subjects to infer the price-qualityThe
cor- experiment yielded a total of
relation by experience rather than by objective information.
subjects x 20 periods) and 18,900

Choices
2700 choices (135
datapoints (2700
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. >. _
choices x 7 brands). Figures 1 and 2 show the relative
proportions of the three choices that can be characterized unambiguously as best value, price-seeking,
and price aversion. These three choices amount to about

FIGURE 2
A. EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE (TIME PERIOD) ON CHOICES
(X2 35, p < .626, DF = 38, N 1329)

% CHOICE

50% of the total choices and are noted as N in the

50

figures. For the levels of information, "low" means 40
no prior information on quality, "medium" means only
prior information on quality, and "high" means prior30
and posterior information on quality.
20
Figure 1 shows the effect of objective information,
the importance of quality, and price-quality correla-10
tion on choice. Consistent with our prediction (Hia and
0
0
Hib), an increase in information leads to a dramatic

CS--"
-ny-?/
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PRICE-AVERSE
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PERIODS

increase in best value and a corresponding decrease
in price-seeking and price aversion (X2 significant at B. EFFECT
p < .001). The effect of information on best value is
jn-ltr-/o nUII/iC
significantly different among all three levels, but the
5 15
increase in best value is not as great between medium
and high, indicating the lower marginal value of more
detailed information. Similarly, as predicted (H2a and
H2b), price-seeking goes up sharply and price aversion
declines as the importance of quality increases (X2 sig-

OF EXPERIENCE (TIME PERIOD) ON CHOICE UNDER LOW
AMOUNT OF QUALITY INFORMATION
(x2= 35, p .6, DF = 38, N = 435)

0/ fNLi
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nificant at p < .001). However, contrary to expectations, we obtain a nonlinear effect for the impor0

FIGURE 1
A: EFFECT OF THE AMOUNT OF OBJECTIVE QUALrTY INFORMATION ON CHOICES

C. EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE (TIME PERIOD) ON CHOICE UNDER
HIGH AMOUNT OF QUALITY INFORMATION

% CHOICE
% CHOICE
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B: EFFECT OF THE IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY ON CHOICES
(X2 = 37, p < .001, DF = 4, N = 1329)
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tance of quality, possibly because a very high
importance for quality motivates subjects to compute
tradeoffs more carefully. Also, consistent with our
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EFFECT
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prediction (H3), with one exception, price-seeking increases steadily as the correlation becomes stronger

(X2 is significant at p < .001).
For H4a through H4, Figure 2A shows that expe-

PRICE-QUALrTY

CHOICES (X2 =93, p <001, DF = 8, N= 1329)

(P-Q)

COR

rience has no significant effect on any of the choices,

including best value (X2 = 35, d.f. = 38, p > .6).

200 -

Experience also has no significant effect on the choices
in the two extreme information on quality conditions
(Figure 2B, C), suggesting that it neither enhances nor

150
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negates the effect of objective information. The only
difference is that information reduces indecision over
time as evidenced by curves that fluctuate less in that

condition.
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Logit Analysis and the Price Response

variables. If we plot these estimated choice probabilities by price levels, we get the estimated price response function. By using the coefficients of the in-

Function

Formulation 1 (see Appendix) uses dummy variables teraction terms, we can obtain these plots by the design
for the three discrete choices as in the graphic analconditions to see how the latter affect the response
ysis. In summary, most of the coefficients, and all but
function. Parts A and B of Figure 3 are plots of price
one of the strong effects, are consistent with the hyresponse by the importance of quality and parts A and

potheses and the graphic analysis. The model corB of Figure 4 are plots of price response by price-

rectly predicts a total of 84% of subjects' brand choices
quality correlation. In each graph, we plot a pair of
(91% of the negative and 45% of the positive choices).
curves, one for high information and one for low inOf the design factors, the strongest effects are assoformation. All curves are at the median level of qualciated with the provision of information. The impority and experience.
tance of quality and the price-quality correlation have Consistent with expectations, the positive price remoderate explanatory power. Experience is only marsponse curve, suggestive of price-seeking, is evident
ginally significant.
in the low information condition, especially when the

Formulation 2 (Appendix and Table 2) tests the
importance of quality is high (Figure 3B). The trarival models described in equations 2, 4, and 7. In
ditional negative price curve, suggestive of rational-

particular the signs and magnitudes of the price coefity, is evident in high information conditions. As in

ficients discriminate among the three competing choice the graphic analyses, experience does not have any

models. The quadratic price terms capture potential important effect. Similarly, there is no strong eviinflections in response at the extreme values of pricedence of price aversion. We did not plot curves for
the latter scenarios.
due to price-seeking or price aversion. Interactions of
price and the design factors capture the mediating role

of these factors.

Discussion

An easy way to understand the results of formulation 2 is to plot the price response function it de- A key benefit of our study is the formal comparison
scribes. Recall that the logit models the subjects' of three rival choice strategies, which affords a richer
choices (dependent variable) as a probabilistic re- understanding of consumer decision-making under
sponse to price and quality (independent variables) by limited information. The success of the explanatory
various conditions (interaction variables). We can use factors in discriminating among the choice strategies

the estimated coefficients to obtain estimated choice

supports our basic approach. In particular, the exprobabilities for various levels of the independent planatory power of objective information, the imporTABLE 2

Logit Estimates of Price Response
I

Formulation 2

Independent Variable

Beta

Price x information

Price x importance

Price x correlation

Price x experience
Price squared x information
Price squared x importance

Price squared x correlation

.21
-.10
.02

198

.006
-.008
.005
-.001

4

Price squared x experience
Price x importance x information

.0002
-.01
Price x information x correlation
.05
Price squared x importance x information .0000O
Price squared x importance x correlation -.001
Price
-.34

Price squared
Choicet-_
Choicet_1 x repair
Intercept
Hit rate (correct predictions, %)

Formulation 3
R

X2

17a

.033
-.019
.000
.010
-.031

13b

.027

8b
1

2

-.004

3
.1

78

.01
4C

.4
.5

.008

.008
.000
.019
.000
-.012

.000
.000

Beta x2 R
rw

.18
-.06
.02

.004
-.007
.004
-.001
-.0002
-.02
.04
.0006
-.001
-.31
.008
2.338

1.53"

2.87

.2

1.79

79

14b .027
4C .010
1 .000
2 .000

13b -.026
7C .017
2 .000
2 .000
.6 .000

4" .012
.3 .000
2 -.004
.3 .000
.4 .000
13 }76 .298
2 !84 .135
0
84

%A-T

a<.0001,

b<.001.
c<.05.
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FIGURE 4

FIGURE 3

A. PRICE RESPONSE FUNCTION BY AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ON

A. PRICE RESPONSE FUNCTION BY AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ON QUALITY
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B. PRICE RESPONSE FUNCTION BY AMOUNT OF INFORMATION

B. PRICE RESPONSE FUNCTION BY AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ON

QUALITY UNDER HIGH PRICE-QUALITY CORRELATION (.69)
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tance of quality, and the price-quality correlation is
consistent with expectations, whereas the lack of impact of experience is unexpected and interesting. The
results of the study throw some light on two specific
issues: How effective is objective information in consumer choice? How does experience complement it?

The Value of Information and Experience
Though objective information strongly promotes rational choice, the study shows that, under uncertainty,
objective information does not eliminate suboptimal
choices. For example, in Figure 1A, even though the

20

22

.

.

24

.I

26

I

PRICE

28

One explanation for low learning may be that subjects were not motivated. We tend to discount this hypothesis for several reasons. First, if subjects were not
motivated to do well we would not observe many of
the other strong effects consistent with our predictions. Second, informal discussions with subjects indicated that those who did not do well often were frus-

trated and perplexed at the outcome of their choices,
but not bored. In contrast, the subjects who seemed
to be bored were those who knew exactly how to respond! Third, exit interviews revealed that subjects
generally were interested in the game, became more
interested as the game progressed, believed they were
learning which was the best brand, and were confident
they had made the best choice on the last purchase.

objective information in conditions 2 and 3 is adequate, only about 50% of the choices are best value.
Because product quality in real markets is probabilistic, suboptimal decisions may not be rare. Hence, on
aggregate, inferior brands could continue to be pres- Fourth, Kahneman and Tversky's (1987) review in-

ent in the market. In the past, the typical response of dicates that deviations from rationality in laboratory
economists to such inefficiencies caused by uncer- studies are not due to lack of motivation and are rotainty was to assume that consumers would learn from bust to alternative rewards to subjects.
experience, which would eliminate market inefficienAnother explanation for the lack of learning is that
cies over time. The experiment supports the predicthe choice task was too difficult. Indeed, Kahneman
tions of multicue learning theory: consumer experi- and Tversky (1979), Thaler (1980, 1985), and others
ence is not very effective; indeed, experience did not show how even simpler experimental tasks involving

greatly enhance subjects' ability to choose the best probability reveal systematic suboptimality in deci-

value.

sions. In a pilot study with three brands and a simpler
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task, we found stronger experience effects in the pre-

jects who did not switch). Would objective information correct this short-sightedness? Actually, subjects
used the same heuristic even when information was

choice in current markets, which have an average of
15 brands, are described by many more attributes, and
involve repurchases over longer time intervals. Moreover, we believe that the quality of durable goods is
inherently probabilistic. Hence even the best quality
brands may break down, albeit with a low probability.

shows that the prior period's brand performance dominates every other explanatory factor including objective information. The three results show that short-

dicted direction (Tellis, Gaeth, and Clark 1985).
However, we believe that a seven-brand, two-attribute scenario is reasonably representative of brand

We suspect that learning is low because consumers

available (Figure 5B). The logit analysis (Table 2)

term reaction to brand performance is strong, hinders
long-term learning, and even dominates objective in-

formation.

Consistent with this explanation is our finding that
brand switching depends mostly on brand experience

Sales response models based on market data provide indirect external support for these results. The
models indicate that consumers' purchases are much
more dependent on the last period's purchase than on
marketing activity (e.g., Guadagni and Little 1983).
Can such behavior lead to efficient markets? Theo-

in the previous period as in a simple, first-order Markov

retical analyses indicate that complete efficiency rarely

react more to their most recent experience than to long-

term experience or reports of "experts" and rating
agencies.

process: switch if bad, repurchase if good. Figure 5A
shows this behavior dramatically. Subjects whose brand
needed repairs in the last period were twice as likely
to switch as those whose brand did not need repairs;
the pattern is just the opposite for repurchasers (sub-

is achieved, whereas consumers' dependence on most
recent experience could lead to perverse markets (e.g.

Schmalensee 1978; Smallwood and Conlisk 1979).

However, in markets with a few well-known brands,
the loss in market share due to consumers' short-term
reaction may be adequate to punish low-quality firms.

FIGURE 5
A. SHORT-TERM BRAND SWITCHING IN RESPONSE TO
PRIOR PERIOD PRODUCT EXPERIENCE

e._-n (.r 2 =361.28. DF=1, p<.001)

o/
eAWITf
-/o
oVl I llnc

80 -

SWITCHED
70 '

60

Relevance of the Design Factors
Quality is likely to vary in importance by consumers
or product categories. For example, more wealthy or
"sophisticated" consumers may value quality more.
Similarly, consumers are likely to value quality more
for high visibility items such as dress suits or a gift
bottle of wine, or for durable goods for which its effects persist, than for nondurable goods (Tellis and
Wernerfelt 1987). Though consumers may not think
explicitly of the quality of boots in terms of service

costs, we used service costs merely to measure ex-

50 '

40 '

30

DID NOT SWITCH
I

20

Repair

I

No Repair PERFORMANCE
LAST PERIOD

B. SWITCHING IN RESPONSE TO PRODUCT PERFORMANCE BY

plicitly the concept of varying importance of quality.
The manipulation of the correlation between price
and quality was designed in the same spirit. In actual
markets, consumers neither have access to nor compute correlations between price and quality. However,
the assumption of a positive correlation is the basis
for inferring quality from price. In the experiment, we

allowed for different price-quality correlations, but
consumers could infer them only from the explicit list
% SWITCHED for high information = 76; DF = 1, p <0.0001)
of price and quality or from their experience of brand
80 purchases with varying price-quality associations. The
_ ^ --^^c~~ REPAIR NEEDED
experimental results support the hypotheses.
60 In the experiment, we found that response to experience was immediate rather than cumulative. Though
the experimental experience appears artificial, in ac40 - ..3 NO REPAIR NEEDED
tual markets experience may be even more inefficient
20 20because it occurs over longer intervals than in the experiment. However, manipulation checks on each facn
I
I
i
tor would have strengthened our conclusions. The reLOW
MED
HIGH
sults should be replicated with other measures of each
INFORMATION
AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ON QUALITY

(X2 for low information = 214; for med. information = 95;

u

variable. In addition, allowing for price changes over
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time would enable one to test for dynamic effects of
price, reference price, and information framing.

brand and 0 otherwise, which is true if subject j finds the utility, Vj,
of purchasing brand i better than the utility of not purchasing it, where

V, = I BkXij + e,

Specific Implications

(A2)

k

We must draw implications cautiously because they
derive from only one study. Firms will be rewarded
for products with better quality as consumers' information on quality and the importance of quality in-

crease (e.g., repair cost, risk), as for appliances or
cars. However, the matching price for that quality is
not obvious. If information on quality is high and the
importance of quality is high (e.g., appliances), firms
could effectively use a value strategy: high quality and
low price. In such situations, informative advertising
may be particularly suited. If information on quality

is low and the importance of quality is high (e.g.,
expensive wines), consumers may infer quality from
price and finns may profit from a signalling strategy:
high quality and high price. Unfortunately for consumers and high-quality firms, an opportunistic strategy also may succeed; low quality and high price. In
this case image advertising may be more effective.
If the product is a frequently purchased experience

good (e.g., cereals), firms must have a minimum

quality level that satisfies all consumers or else buyers
may turn away after even one bad experience. However, if experience dominates, firms may not have to
provide the highest quality because buyers might not
switch away from slightly inferior brands with which
they are satisfied.
For policy makers, the provision of information
would be particularly helpful if quality is more important but information more scarce on all or some

dimensions of quality. Examples of such items (and
types of information) are wines (quality ratings),
clothing (fabric content), cars (safety records), drugs
(bio-availability).

Appendix
Logit Analysis
Description

and e, are disturbances assumed to be independently, identically, and

Gumbel distributed. McFadden (1974) showed that this assumption

of the error term yielded the relatively simple estimable function in

equation Al.

Interpretation
The logit analysis incorporates all of the seven choices. It estimates the relative importance of each explanatory variable

after controlling for the others and allows for a directional test

of the hypotheses. We define the model as the interaction ef-

fects of brand characteristics (price, quality, etc.) x experimental factors (information, the importance of quality, pricequality correlation, experience) on choice. For simplicity, we
assume there are no higher order interactions, the effects are
linear, and the levels of the factors are interval-scaled with
zero as lower bound (see Table 1.). We do not discuss the
results for quality because we make no direct hypotheses about
its effects.

We run three logit formulations: the first matches the graphic

analysis; the second tests the alternative choice models (equations 2, 4, and 7); the third also tests the short-term reaction
to product performance.

Results
Formulation 1. To test the graphic analysis rigorously, we include dummy variables in the logit model for each of best value,

highest price, and lowest price. If consumers behave rationally, they should respond only to best value and the coefficients of all the other variables should not be different from

zero. In the same way, the price dummies represent priceseeking and price aversion. These operationalizations introduce some collinearity among variables, but the problem is not
serious and the results are consistent with those from the graphic

analysis, which are free of multicollinearity. The results are

summarized in the Results section.

Formulation 2. Following Thurstone's conception of random utility and McFadden's (1974) assumption of Gumbeldistributed random errors, we can formulate the logit model
to test formally the rival choice models (equations 2, 4, 7).
For this purpose we use continuous measures of price with a
quadratic term, interacted with the design conditions (Table
2). The results are interpreted best as price response functions
under various design conditions. They are presented graphically in Figures 3 and 4 and discussed in the text.
Formulation 3. Graphic analyses of the data (Figure 5) suggest the most recent experience has a strong effect on current

purchase. To analyze this dimension, we include two new
variables: prior period's purchase (choicet_,) and prior peri-

The logit model is defined as:

Yij= exp( BkXijk)/ + exp( BkXi) } (Al)
where i and j represent brands and subjects respectively; X is a set of
k brand constants, brand characteristics, and the interactions of brand
characteristics x design conditions; B is a set of corresponding coef-

ficients to be estimated; and Yj = 1 if the j* subject chooses the ih

od's purchase needing repairs (choicet-_ * repairs; see Table 2).
The negative sign of the coefficient of the latter variable suggests that subjects switch to a new brand if their choice failed
in the last period. The positive sign of prior period's purchase
suggests that subjects repurchase the same brand if it was repair-free. The partial correlations and chi square statistics of
these two variables suggest that they are the most important
explanatory variables in the model.
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